
RememberingRemembering
As we look back on the life and reign of Queen Elizabeth II, our  

hearts fill with reverence and gratitude for her strength, grace, and 
devotion to service. Our collection of treasures dresses environs in regal 
tones and equestrian motifs to pay homage to an enduring icon whose 

radiance will inspire generations to come. 
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the QUEEN
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Opposite: Cultivated from her first 
moments in the saddle, the equine 
passion of Queen Elizabeth is echoed in a 
Julie Wear cup and saucer. Adding 
to the vignette’s pleasing ambiance is 
a Southern Tribute Queens Crown 
Match Strike and a Cotton & Quill 
wallcovering. This page: Adorn the 
day’s outfit with Canvas Style pieces 
bearing a royal likeness.  - 
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“INEVITABLY, A LONG LIFE CAN 
PASS BY MANY MILESTONES; 
MY OWN IS NO EXCEPTION.”

—Queen Elizabeth II

Above: With a painting once commissioned by 
the Queen for the royal collection, Julie Wear’s artistry 
evokes the regal beasts of Her Majesty’s favorite pastime. 
Porcelain dinnerware from Julie’s tabletop brand 
includes a gold-rimmed Cheval Chestnut Brown 
Dinner Plate and a Bluegrass Salad Plate painted with 
grazing Thoroughbreds. Pewter flatware completes the 
place setting, all atop a silk scarf emblazoned with horse 
riders and foxes. To round out the tableau’s equestrian 
theme, season the meal with silver horse-head salt and 
pepper shakers. Left: Display a treasured moment in an 
aluminum Arthur Court photo frame outlined with bits. 
Light a Charles Farris Elizabeth three-wick candle from 
Neiman Marcus, and allow the delicate floral aroma to 
carry the day away. 
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Above and right: 
Accessorize luxuriously with 
thoughtful selections from 
Susan Shaw. Engraved with 
a Latin message, which 
translates to “By the Grace of 
God, Queen and Defender of 
the Faith,” gilt coin pendants 
referred to as the Balmoral 
design draw the eye to the 
designer’s Crown Collection. 
Mix and match with varied 
sizes, as well as gold-chain 
and pearl-strewn options.

Above: Just as the Queen donned 
Royal Stewart tartan in chilly weather, 
a tweed throw from Prince of Scots 
provides a cozy atmosphere fit for 
royalty. Below: Lifelike strokes from 
Julie Wear’s hand portray pastureland 
nibbled by a graceful duo of horses.
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Above: Fragrance like that 
of the sweetly scented lily of the 
valley abounds in bath products 
from Woods of Windsor, an 
English apothecary that began 
in the 1770s, serving the royal 
family and locals alike. A luxe 
hatbox from Steamline Luggage 
holds a fetching Gigi Burris felt 
chapeau, left. Opposite: Worthy 
of royal state apartments, a 
Worthen vintage-inspired bed, 
dressed in Eastern Accents 
bedding, invites one to lounge 
amid serene softness with a 
treasured book. Brew a cup 
of soothing tea for ultimate 
tranquility.   

Above: Those gathered around the 
table will be charmed by the realistic 
nature of Vagabond House’s pewter 
napkin rings with details mimicking 
saddles and bits. 
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